The order-to-delivery (OTD) process in the volume automotive sector is important for automakers, dealers and customers. It affects the customer's experience with regard to receiving a vehicle that matches their requested specification in a reasonable time and the costs of the automaker in serving the market. OTD processes share similarities across major volume automakers. They are substantial in scale with typically a very large number of vehicle variants and involve interactions between customers, dealers and the automaker. Additionally, automotive markets are heterogeneous. Some customers have little tolerance to compromising on specification and/or waiting for a vehicle whilst others are more tolerant on one or both attributes. This study examines how the OTD process should be configured for different markets. A representative simulation model is used with designed experiments and an innovative statistical analysis method to study the impact of nine OTD configuration factors in three different markets. The study shows that market attributes have a substantial bearing on the dominant modes of fulfillment, on customer-centric performance metrics and on automaker costs. The findings have strong implications for automakers regarding how they configure their OTD processes for different markets and whether they focus on upstream, preassembly factors and/or downstream post-assembly factors. This is the first study to use a comprehensive and detailed OTD process model, incorporating a wide range of configuration factors, and assess a full range of performance metrics in a designed simulation study.
Introduction
The automotive sector accounts for over 7% of world trade (WTO, 2014) . Given its importance, it is not surprising that an extensive literature exists relating to its operations. Order-to-Delivery (OTD) is the process that begins with an auto retailer (a dealer) taking a customer order and ends with the customer receiving a vehicle. OTD processes have received less research attention, comparatively, than other areas of auto-industry operations such as new product development (Wynstra et al., 2010) , the relationships and interactions with first tier suppliers (Lockstroem et al., 2010) , lean initiatives (Jayaram et al., 2008) , and supply chain management (González-Benito et al., 2013) . In particular, modeling studies that seek to capture the OTD process in an integrated manner are scarce (Volling et al. 2013) . This is surprising given the effect of the OTD process on the customer's experience in purchasing a vehicle and the continuing industrial and media interest on issues such as inventory levels in distribution channels and at dealerships, waiting times experienced by customers, and purchase incentives offered by automakers(e.g. Bennett & Rogers, 2014; Wernle, 2014; Kessler, 2015; Tobin, 2014) . The lack of modeling studies may be partly explained by the complexity of the OTD process and the modeling challenges that arise in seeking to capture its essential elements.
The review by González-Benito et al. (2013) on supply chain management in the automotive sector and the detailed review by Volling et al. (2013) specifically on planning models in the auto-industry, show a dearth of integrated OTD models reported in the literature. The literature review presented below corroborates this scarcity and highlights important gaps in understanding about how large-scale OTD processes should be configured. This study focuses on the OTD configuration problem. We use a detailed, industry-representative simulation model to investigate the impact of different OTD process configurations and different operating policies in three different market types. We undertake an extensive simulation study with a Near Orthogonal Latin Hypercube (NOLH) experimental design to determine the dominant factors affecting performance in each market. A robust statistical interaction detector, CHAID (Chi-Square Automatic Interaction Detector) is used to analyze the results.
The work makes five contributions to the study and understanding of OTD processes in the volume automotive sector. Firstly, we provide the first reported study that investigates statistically a large number of factors influencing performance of the OTD processes using a large-scale simulation model with a realistic level of variety. Secondly, we examine and compare OTD behavior and performance for different market contexts, characterized by diversity in customer characteristics within and between markets. The study finds the three markets have different dominant modes of fulfillment, have different marginal costs of fulfilment, and different customer service metrics with respect to the waiting times and the degree of compromise experienced by customers. Thirdly, the study identifies the dominant factors affecting OTD performance and behavior with respect to each market. Consequently, different markets need different OTD process configurations. Fourthly, the study highlights the tension between OTD configurations that minimize cost and those that are best for the customer experience, which makes it challenging for automakers to decide an appropriate configuration. Fifthly, the study provides guidance for automakers in how to configure their OTD processes for different markets.
We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 reviews current understanding of OTD processes in order to identify gaps and define the research objective. Section 3 describes the simulation model and its validation, the design of experiments and the statistical analysis procedures used. Section 4 presents the results, followed in Section 5 by a discussion of findings, research contributions, and their managerial implications. Section 6 concludes with a summary, noting limitations of the study and the potential for similar studies in other complex fulfillment scenarios.
Literature review
The literature review begins by defining the term 'Order-to-Delivery' (OTD) process as typically used in the volume automotive sector. This first section also identifies similarities and differences in how the OTD process is implemented by automakers. The second section identifies major challenges faced by automakers in operating their OTD processes. The third section reviews previous OTD modeling studies and analyses and compares them in detail. The gaps in the existing studies are identified and the research objective for this study is set.
Defining the Order-to-Delivery process
'Order-to-Delivery' is a common term in the automotive sector (e.g. Zhang et al., 2007; Meyr, 2004; Holweg, 2003) but 'order fulfillment' is also used (e.g. Staeblein et al., 2014) and other terms arise, such as 'Market Flexible Customizing System' (Tomino et al., 2009) . The objective of the Order-to-Delivery (OTD) process is to provide each customer with the vehicle of his or her chosen specification. A richer explanation, based on Stauntner (2001 , highlights the aims of the process -OTD should achieve short delivery times for customer-specified vehicles, be reliable in keeping to promised delivery dates, and allow customers to change their specification until the last moment.
Sources including Holweg and Jones (2001, cited in Zhang, 2007) , Tomino et al. (2009) , Aoki et al. (2014) Staeblein et al. (2014) describe the constituents of the contemporary OTD process in different levels of detail, but they are generally consistent. The most detailed is the first source where OTD is described as having seven stages -order entry, order bank, order scheduling, order sequencing, manufacturing, distribution to distribution center (DC) and transportation from DC to dealer.
Researchers report that European and Japanese automakers have similar OTD processes (Staeblein et al., 2014; Aoki et al., 2014; Tomino et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2014) . Most customers purchase vehicles through dealers, and the physical flow from suppliers to assembly plant and to customers, which may be via a vehicle holding compound (VHC), is similar. These automakers allow orders in the production plan that are destined for stock to be allocated to customers. They also allow the specification of such vehicles in the production plan to be amended for customers, unless they have reached a point in time when their specifications cannot be altered because of production constraints, i.e. the planned vehicle specification is 'frozen' close to production (Lim et al., 2014; Aoki et al., 2014; Brabazon et al., 2010; Tomino et al., 2009 ). There are limits to this flexibility, as noted by Lim et al. (2014) who state that Renault constrain the cumulative amendments permitted in the production plan and Toyota restrict changes to +/-10% from the plan agreed at 10 days prior to assembly.
There are differences between automakers. Many, but not all, allow dealers to fulfill a customer with an unsold vehicle or replenishment order in the pipeline taken from another dealer (Williams & Bozon, 2006) . Another potentially significant difference relates to the latest opportunity that is offered to dealers to amend a planned vehicle before its specification is frozen ahead of production. German automakers freeze the specification 7 days before production (Staeblein & Aoki, 2015) . At Renault it is also 7 days for most assembly plants but for those with distant suppliers it is 4 weeks (Lim et al., 2014) . For Toyota, Mitsubishi and Nissan it is 3, 5, and 4 to 6 days, respectively (Tomino et al., 2009 ).
Challenges in the design and management of the OTD process
Evidence and insights about customer expectations and how well automakers are meeting them is relatively scarce in the research literature. A survey in Germany concluded that the order lead time desired by customers is normally distributed with a mean of 4 to 6 weeks (Stauntner, 2001 cited in Meyr, 2004 . In contrast, according to Elias (2002) only 6% of UK car buyers were happy to wait over 4 weeks, with 1 to 2 weeks being the most desired lead time. Most US customers are not prepared to wait beyond 3 weeks as found in a survey by Gartner (cited by Holweg & Pil, 2004) . In respect of compromising on vehicle specification, Bardakci & Whitelock (2004) compared the attitude of Turkish and UK customers and found differences between these markets and within each market. Taken together, the conclusion is that customer attitudes toward lead time and compromise on specification differ between customers within a national market and between markets.
Evidence shows that automakers are not matching customer expectations on lead time. Aoki et al. (2014) present data for different German and Japanese makes and models and they vary greatly, from 2 to over 30 weeks. An independent website gathering data from UK dealers reported the average lead time for a factory supplied new car (as opposed to a vehicle from finished stock) in April 2016 was 13 weeks, with the quickest being the Toyota Auris at 2 weeks, and the longest being the Mercedes GL at 52 weeks (New Car Delivery Times, 2016) .
There is very little data on customer compromise in respect of expectations or experience. Elias (2002) reports almost a quarter of UK buyers compromised on at least one feature. Furthermore, nearly half of customers who compromised received compensation in the form of a price discount, an upgrade, a better finance arrangement or a better price for a traded-in vehicle. The scale of compensation is not reported, but it is clear that compromise has a cost to the automaker and/or dealer. Although not in the specific context of the automotive market, Franke et al (2010) provide an explanation as to why customers who configure a product the way they desire may be averse to compromise.
Stäblein, Holweg & Miemczyk (2011) present data showing the number of vehicle configurations manufactured is greatest in the North American region and comment that because "North America is particularly known for its selling from the dealer lot" it is unlikely customers happen to find their preferred specification among the tiny fraction of all variants available at a dealer. They note that "European customers habitually prefer to choose the product they want and to wait for it to be produced" but the evidence from elsewhere is that about half of customers in Europe buy from stock. Volling et al. (2013) state that across Europe as a whole over 50% buy from finished stock with Germany being lower but still above 30%. At an industry event in 2012 it was stated that about 55% of sales in Europe were from stock in 2004 , reducing to 45% in 2009 (European vehicle inventory, 2012 .
Considering the lead time performance described above, it can be assumed that the phenomenon observed by Fredriksson & Gadde (2005) of customers weighing up lead time against compromise, is widespread. Even though automakers have introduced the ability to amend and sell orders in the production plan, a consequence of the restrictions on amendments described by Tomino et al. (2009) and Lim et al. (2014) could be that a planned vehicle that can be amended to match the customer's preference will have to wait some time before being assembled.
The volume of finished stock has a significant impact on cost. Automakers have aimed historically at having inventory to cover 60 days of sales, which Holweg & Pil (2004) argued to be excessive. According to press articles automakers want to reduce stock to below 50 days but are some way off with reports of levels in Europe and North America being 64 and 94 days, respectively, in early 2014 (Young 2014 , Williams 2014 . This oversupply led to retail discounts of 18% in a number of European markets (Williams, 2014) .
In summary, the evidence indicates that achieving short and reliable delivery times, avoiding customers compromising on their desired specification, and doing both without incurring excessive costs, are significant challenges faced by automakers.
Modeling of the OTD process
An exhaustive search has identified seven studies that model the automotive OTD process and comply to some degree with the recommendations of Holweg et al. (2005) and Aoki et al. (2014) to take a holistic approach to study interactions between elements of the process. The nature of each study including the aims, the experimental factors investigated and the findings are summarized in Table 1 . Details of the model used in each study are presented in Table 2 . Importantly, it is clear that simulation is the modeling approach used in each case. This reflects the need to capture the complexity of real-world OTD systems. Six of the studies use discrete event simulation and the other a system dynamics model.
The studies can be divided into those that model upstream supply processes (Volling & Spengler 2011 , Lim et al. 2014 , downstream distribution processes (Brabazon & MacCarthy, 2012; Brabazon et al., 2010; Turner & Williams, 2005; Brabazon & MacCarthy, 2004) , or both (Holweg et al. 2005) . All seven include in their model an aspect of the production planning process. With the exception of Holweg et al (2005) the models generate sequences of individual vehicle orders that are allocated to production periods of days (Brabazon & MaCarthy, 2012; Brabazon et al., 2010; Turner & Williams, 2005) , weeks (Lim et al. 2014) or unspecified (Volling & Spengler, 2011; Brabazon & MacCarthy, 2004) . No study goes to the level of modeling the sequence of vehicles on the assembly production line. The studies differ in the level of product variety captured. Only three studies (Williams & Turner, 2005; Brabazon et al., 2010; Brabazon & MacCarthy 2012 ) use a realistic level of variety.
There are commonalities but notable differences in how customers are modeled. Apart from Lim et al. (2014) who study a single component, all studies assume customers are seeking a preferred vehicle variant. Only Brabazon & MacCarthy (2012) and Turner & Williams (2005) allow customers to compromise. There are differences in how customer attitude to lead time is modeled. Lim et al. (2014) and Turner & Williams (2005) assume customers are content to wait up to a maximum and these studies use probability distributions to specify each customer's upper limit on waiting time. Brabazon et al. (2010) and Holweg et al. (2005) assume customers will wait any length of time but prefer a vehicle as soon as possible. These two assumptions are also made in the two studies of Brabazon & MacCarthy (2004 , 2012 but they also assume customers differ in their dislike of waiting. Volling & Spengler (2011) is the only study that assumes customers have a target lead time and are unhappy with early as well as late delivery.
In summary, there is no standard approach to modeling customers. It is clear that it is unrealistic to assume a customer will not compromise, or to model a customer as having a rigid maximum waiting time. Modeling a customer as being able to trade-off lead time and compromise is preferable. Close examination finds the approach of Brabazon & MacCarthy (2012) is the only one with this capability. They hypothesized that national populations differ in the relative strengths of their aversions to waiting and to compromise, and recreated the markedly different patterns in real automotive datasets from two markets. Their study set out to examine long tail effects observed in automotive sales in some markets but not in others and demonstrated that market characteristics strongly influence the observed sales patterns. Their approach is selected as the foundation for how customers and markets are modeled in this study.
Conclusions and gaps
The OTD process in the volume auto-industry comprises a set of inter-connected planning, supply and distribution processes, which aims to deliver an appropriate product to the customer in an acceptable time. Across the automotive sector, the OTD processes of major manufacturers are broadly similar with respect to their structure and the main processes. They differ in terms of their detailed configuration and implementation. Thus, it is valuable to investigate and analyze the impact of different factors on OTD performance.
Previous simulation studies have been identified that examine how to improve customer service and reduce the cost of fulfillment. These studies are exploratory in nature but limited in scope, intended to demonstrate the effect of perhaps a couple of factors or to compare the performance of the OTD process with and without a feature (Table 1 ). Most are restricted to demonstrating an effect in a limited set of operational conditions and have not used realistic levels of variety (Table 1) and they differ in how many features of the OTD process they model ( Table 2 ). The studies of Turner & Williams (2005) and Brabazon et al. (2010) are the most useful in providing managerial insights as they compare alternative OTD configurations under realistic levels of variety and hence their results can inform choices on detailed OTD configuration. Brabazon et al. (2010) compared the impact on fulfilment performance of two different types of system flexibility, trading between dealers and amendment of vehicles in the production plan, showing the latter to have a more pronounced beneficial effect. However, there is evidence in the literature that national markets and market segments are different with respect to customer expectations and preferences. The implications of these customer differences have not been investigated previously in the literature. Thus, the conclusion is that the existing set of studies provides an incomplete understanding of the OTD process. Lacking in the literature is a study focusing on how to configure the OTD process for different markets. There is value therefore in undertaking a simulation study using experimental design with a model that combines upstream, downstream and customer factors. Consequently, a systematic experimental study that uses a detailed model of the OTD process to evaluate the relative contributions of a large number of OTD design factors to system performance in representative markets is the next logical step in progressing our understanding of this complex process.
Research objective
The objective of this study is to extend the understanding of the OTD process by using a comprehensive and representative simulation model to investigate the impact of OTD design and control factors on performance. The approach taken is to examine the effects of these factors in different types of market where customer populations are heterogeneous both in terms of their tolerances to waiting and to specification compromise. The research question posed for this study is -what are the factors that affect OTD performance in different markets? Notes: a: ASAP stands for 'as soon as possible' b: Parameter is stochastic and is sampled from a distribution c: BTO -a customer order joins at the extreme of the production planning horizon; Pipeline -the customer order is allocated to a replenishment order in the production plan, which may involve amendment; Stock -a suitable finished vehicle is found for the customer Table 2 Characteristics of the simulation models used in previous studies of the automotive Order-to-Delivery process Brabazon & MacCarthy (2004) Holweg et al (2005 
Study Methodology
A three-stage methodology is followed. The first stage is to construct a detailed and realistic discrete event simulation model with embedded experimental factors. The selection of experimental factors is motivated by the review of current practice (sections 2.1 and 2.2, and Table 1), the review of past modeling studies (section 2.3 and Table 2 ), factors identified by OTD practitioners, and the identified gaps in knowledge on the configuration of the OTD process (Section 2.4). The model described below was developed in collaboration with a major volume automaker. The second stage is to validate the model and calibrate two customer aversion factors by comparing model output against actual data for a mainstream vehicle. The third stage is to specify an experimental design that can cope with a large number of factors and answer the research question.
Model description
The model recreates the lifecycle of a vehicle from appearing in the automaker's production plan up to the point of delivery to the customer. The simulation model, developed in consultation with a major automaker is summarized in Figure 1 . The main constituents of the model are the automaker, three dealers, customers, the order bank, the production plan, and a vehicle holding compound (VHC). It incorporates all eight of the OTD features that have been modelled in other studies (Table 2 ). Like all the earlier studies, the model captures the delay for the assembly process but the fine details of vehicle assembly are omitted. Component suppliers are not modeled explicitly but upstream supply constraints and their resultant delays are modelled. The number of dealers and volume of customers is scaled to be similar to a region or city, with just under 6,000 customers being fulfilled per year.
Pipeline (production plan)
Automaker
Week 1 (2012) As time passes, orders for vehicles flow from left to right: along the production plan, through the assembly plant and toward the customer. A customer comes to a dealer, states their wishes and the dealer searches for a vehicle that best matches the customer's preferences in terms of specification and lead time. The remainder of this section explains the mechanics of the model and the experimental factors incorporated in it.
Vehicle Architecture
A vehicle is modeled with five features that capture body shape, engine size, transmission type, interior trim and vehicle color. A customer has a choice of 6 options per feature, giving a total of 7,776 variants in the product range. The variants are horizontally differentiated, i.e. they differ in terms of specification but not price. This number of variants is appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, it is realistic in terms of the main decision features of a vehicle (body shape, engine size, transmission, interior trim, and color). Secondly, although the theoretical variety of some vehicles is very high, the actual variety produced is much less. The level used in the study is of the same order of magnitude as the two datasets reported and analyzed by Brabazon & MacCarthy (2012) which was 7,127 variants in 58,799 sales, and 12,838 in 15,805 sales.
Stock and the stock replenishment process
Stock volume is constant due to monthly production being in balance with monthly customer numbers. The volume of stock in the system, which is the sum of unsold finished vehicles in the Vehicle Holding Compound (VHC) and held locally by the dealers, is preset by the stock factor.
Every item in stock is owned by one of the three dealers (see Figure 1 ). On leaving assembly, stock vehicles are transported to the VHC from where they will be, sooner or later, shipped to replenish the owning dealer's local stock, or shipped to the dealer who has sold them. The proportions of a dealer's stock held in the VHC or at the dealership are controlled by a compound factor.
The process of ordering replenishment stock by dealers from the automaker is performed on a monthly cycle and starts with each dealer submitting a list of the vehicles they want. The three lists are combined in the order bank with Build-to-Order (BTO) requests from earlier in the month (explained below). The automaker schedules these orders into weeks 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the eight-week production plan (see Figure 1) .
A dealer must choose which of the 7,776 variants to order each month. It does this by considering the mix it is targeting -does it want to have a very narrow selection of the most frequently requested variants only, or a wider selection from across the range? Four target mixes are tested in the experimental study, controlled by a shape factor (see Appendix 1 for parameter values):
1. Very narrow. Only the highest sellers are ordered.
2. Narrow. The selection is weighted toward the popular variants.
3. Balanced. The selection matches the pattern of customer demand.
Broad. A wide selection of variants is included.
A method factor controls how the variants for the monthly replenishment list are selected. Two approaches are tested. The first is a systematic method in which the current combined holding is compared to the target mix (as defined by the shape factor). The resulting list will return the mix to be as close as possible to the target mix. This is labeled the targeted method and its logic is given in appendix 2. The second approach is to randomly choose a variant using the probability distribution defined by the shape factor, with each selection being independent. This is a less rigorous approach as it does not take into account the current holding, nor which variants have been selected already. The two methods provide reasonable bounds on likely replenishment behavior.
The simulation model has a who factor, which controls whether the monthly replenishment list is created by the dealers or by the automaker. When dealers make the selection, they each create a list having considered their own current stock holding. When the automaker does it, one list is created taking into account all current dealer holdings. The automaker's list will be different to the dealer lists when the targeted method is used due to the pooling effect, but similar when the random method is used.
The process of transporting vehicles from the factory to customers is not studied in the experimental design. Each leg in the logistics network has been given a fixed but representative transfer time.
The customer fulfillment process
When a customer arrives at a dealership, they communicate to the dealer the vehicle specification they are seeking and the dealer establishes the values of the customer's two aversion parameters (see section 3.1.4). The dealer then searches for a vehicle. The two aversion parameters are used to score every vehicle and the one with the lowest combined score is allocated to the customer.
The weeks in the production plan that are searchable by a dealer is controlled by an openness factor. When this is set to zero the planned pipeline is not searchable. The factor ranges from zero to 8.
With regard to trading between dealers, the model implements one version of this, termed unconsensed trading (Brabazon et al 2010) in which it is not necessary for a vehicle or order exchange to take place. Vehicles in the holding compound can always be traded but never those in a dealer's local stock. The model has a pipeline trading factor that enables or disables the ability to trade orders in the production plan.
If, after a search, two or more vehicles have the same lowest score for a customer, the order of preference is: oldest vehicle in the dealer's local stock, oldest in the dealer's compound stock, oldest in the compound from another dealer, the dealer's own replenishment orders in the pipeline, and finally other dealers' replenishment orders. However, it is possible the best option for a customer is to have a BTO vehicle, i.e. a vehicle with the exact specification requested but the order for which must await the next monthly cycle to be planned into the pipeline. The lead time for BTO vehicles is estimated and a score is calculated and compared to the scores for vehicles in stock and in the production plan. Once the best vehicle is allocated, the customer awaits its delivery, which can take some weeks depending from where in the system the customer is fulfilled.
Orders allocated to customers, including BTO vehicles, cannot be amended or traded in the pipeline to satisfy another customer. They are ignored when creating the monthly replenishment list. When they exit the pipeline, they are shipped to the customer through the requesting dealer without being recorded as stock items.
Order amendment and emulation of upstream supply constraints
The simulation recreates the ability of the automaker to amend an order in the production plan so as to better match a customer's requested specification. The ability to amend a feature is controlled by the flexibility factor, which emulates real world phenomena such as component supply constraints (as studied by Lim et al 2014) and assembly plant line balancing limitations. The factor is used as a randomized yes/no test of whether or not a vehicle's feature can be amended.
As a result, of the model calibration exercise (see later) the flexibility factor has a value between 0 and 100%. When it is 100%, a feature of a vehicle in the production plan can always be amended to match the customer's specification for that feature. The lower the percentage, the less likely the feature can be amended. When the Dealer searches backwards through the pipeline on behalf of a customer, every unsold vehicle is inspected to identify how many features need to be amended and if, say, three features need altering, a random number is drawn for each of the three features to determine whether each is permitted to be changed. Therefore, it could be that one of the three features can be but two cannot. Consequently, the flexibility factor has an influence over customer waiting times. The lower the percentage, the further back in the pipeline the search will need to go before a vehicle is permitted to be amended to the customer's specification.
The simulation model allows amendments in weeks 2 to 8 of the pipeline, but it additionally includes a week one factor to control whether orders can be amended in the final week of the pipeline. The who and the shape factors are not directly linked to literature but are selected as factors as a result of discussions with OTD practitioners to reflect different approaches adopted in automotive fulfilment systems. The nine experimental factors are summarized in Table 3 .
Modeling the Customer
A customer has three attributes. The first is their preferred vehicle specification, i.e. which one of the 7,776 variants they seek. We follow Brabazon & MacCarthy (2012) and assume the demand for variants follows a power law as proposed by Clemons & Gao (2008) , which means the shape of demand has a long tail (Anderson 2006) and the likelihood of a variant being sought by a customer is proportional to its popularity rank. This is implemented in the model using a Beta distribution which takes the form of a power function when the second shape parameter, β, is set to 1 (Gupta & Nadarajah, 2004) . We ensure there is no correlation between popularity rank and vehicle specification, i.e. it is not the case that vehicles of similar rank have similar specification. In common with previous studies, (see section 2.3), we assume customers would prefer a vehicle as soon as possible. Furthermore, we assume a customer must be incentivized to wait, incurring a cost to the automaker. This is labeled as their aversion to waiting parameter, w, which gauges their dislike of waiting. Again, we follow Brabazon & MacCarthy (2012) and assume the strength of aversion differs within a customer population. We assume log(w) follows a Normal distribution with 95% of the population having w in a range of four orders of magnitude (e.g. from 0.01 to 100).
As is evidenced in literature, we assume a customer must be incentivized to wait for their vehicle, which incurs a cost to the automaker (Williams, 2014) . This is termed the waiting incentive cost, C wait , and it is equal to the number of days to wait (n days) multiplied by the customer's aversion (w):
A similar approach is used to represent each customer's aversion to compromise, s, which is the third attribute. As with aversion to waiting, we assume log(s) is Normally distributed with 95% of the population in a range of four orders of magnitude. In a similar way to Matzke et al (2016) who assume customers need a price discount in order to buy an option not in their initial specification, we assume customers have to be incentivized to compromise on their specification, again incurring a cost to the automaker, which we term the compromise incentive cost, C comp . In equation (2) f is the number of product features that are different from the customer's preferred specification. When no features are different, the cost is zero. The largest value of f is 5 as there are five features modeled in a vehicle.
C comp = sf
Eq. (2) In the simulation model the means of the two aversion distributions, and , are used as parameters   to create different customer populations representing different market types. For example, the market illustrated schematically in Figure 2 is one in which the average customer is less concerned about specification than they are about waiting. The values of and used in the experiments are based on the   results of calibrating the model as described later.
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Figure 2 Schematic of customer aversion distributions

Order Fulfilment Cost Index
Although we have insufficient information to estimate the cost of fulfilment in monetary terms, we use the output from the simulation to calculate an Order Fulfilment Cost index. This index combines the two customer related costs of compromise and waiting as described above, with the key factor that drives the cost of holding stock -the number of days a vehicle has been in stock when sold to a customer. This is S in equation (3):
Equation (3) is an index of the marginal cost of fulfilment per customer. Should a customer purchase a vehicle that is available straight from assembly with exactly the specification wanted by the customer, the value of their OFC index will be zero. Making a customer wait for a vehicle, or selling a vehicle that has been sitting in stock, and/or requiring the customer to compromise, each incurs cost to the automaker. C wait and C comp are weighted by each customer's individual aversion factors, the means of the distributions of which vary by market (as discussed in section 3.1.5). The number of days a vehicle assigned to a customer has been in stock, S, has no weighting factor, or equivalently a normalized weighting of 1, as it is assumed the cost of holding stock does not vary significantly across markets. Although the literature indicates the significance of these costs, information on their relative magnitudes is scarce. In our experimentation following calibration of the model (see 3.2 below), we observed the cost components to be of similar order of magnitude, as will be shown in the results section (see Table 4 ). This outcome is consistent with the limited insights about these three costs in the literature (section 2.2). Clearly, an automaker will wish to keep the order fulfilment index small.
Two activities that could be considered to also add marginal costs are amendments and inter-dealer trades. We assume the operational costs per amendment and per trade are insignificant compared to the three costs above. With regard to trades, in the simulation these involve the redirection of vehicles but do not require additional transportation.
Model validation and calibration of factors
Validation of the simulation model is a methodological aspect that is either not mentioned in the studies reviewed in Tables 1 & 2 or is achieved by having industry executives review a model (Holweg et al. 2005 , Lim et al. 2014 . As noted, this model was developed in collaboration with a major automaker who provided detailed information on the business processes involved in OTD and its operation in different markets. In this study we have compared the output of the model to real historical data, which is a stronger approach to validating assumptions than used in any of the studies listed in Tables 1 &2. This has enabled us also to calibrate three of the factors.
For most of the factors it is straightforward to define the levels and range of values with which to experiment, but this is not so for the flexibility factor nor for the customer aversion parameters, and .
  By comparing the model output to historical data we have determined the base settings for these factors: flexibility set to 20%, the average waiting aversion, , set at 3 and average compromise aversion, , set at 30.  
Figure 3
Age of vehicle at sale. Actual data (left) and simulation output (right)
In this calibration process the eight other factors are configured to resemble the OTD process of a vehicle model for which we have one year's sales data from a major automaker and the model is run at different values of the two aversions and flexibility. The calibration metric is the histogram of vehicles sold at a particular age (in days), shown in Figure 3 . The age at sale is a function of several metrics including the mechanism of sale (from stock, from the pipeline, and by BTO) and age of stock, which makes it a succinct indicator for calibration purposes. A negative age occurs if a vehicle is sold while it is in the pipeline (or as a BTO). A positive age occurs if a vehicle is sold from finished stock and reflects the number of days it has been in stock
The two plots are not identical but do resemble each other in key respects. As in the real data set, the simulation output has a low level of sales at the most negative age, and sales rise as age approaches zero. Both data sets show a drop in sales before age reaches zero. This is explained by the simulation model and the real world system not being able to amend pipeline orders in the final days before assembly (i.e. the week one factor is set to off).
In both data sets, from the age of zero the sales grow quickly to a peak and then decline. The real data has a high peak close to zero, which does not occur in the simulation output, and fewer vehicles are sold beyond 150 days old than in the simulation. Two points can be made about these differences. Firstly, in the simulation model the process of searching for a vehicle on behalf of a customer gives preference to older vehicles. Therefore, the simulation assumes customers are insensitive to age. The higher peak in the actual data for the days just greater than zero may be an indication that at least some customers prefer vehicles straight from assembly. Secondly, vehicle obsolescence is not a factor considered in the simulation and it has no mechanism for offering an age-related discount, which could be an explanation for why the real data records fewer very old vehicle sales.
The base, or calibration, values for flexibility, average waiting aversion, , and average compromise aversion,   inform the experimental range. In regard to the flexibility factor, had the calibration exercise pointed to a suitable value of, say, 0.2% we would have set an experimental range from 0 to perhaps 1%. With the result being 20%, the chosen range is 0 to 100%. The two aversion parameters, and , are used to specify a particular market. We have assigned the   label 'Calibration Market' to a customer population with waiting and compromise aversions set to their base values (3 and 30 respectively). In order to investigate the sensitivity of OTD performance to these two parameters, we have specified two additional markets, one labelled the 'Specification-Focused Market' and the other the 'Demanding Market'. The choice of values for the two aversion factors in these markets are speculative but are motivated by previous work and the experience gained in the calibration exercise. The 'Specification-Focused Market', which is inspired by the findings of Brabazon & MacCarthy (2012) , is a market in which customers are much more averse to compromise than to waiting time. The aversion to waiting is adjusted to be significantly weaker than in the calibration market ( = 0.1) and the aversion to  compromise is adjusted to be somewhat stronger than in the calibration market ( = 100), creating a  difference of three orders of magnitude between the parameters. In the 'Demanding Market' customers are averse to both waiting and compromise and the two average aversions have equal value ( = 30, =   30). The motivation for considering this market is to see how the OTD process copes in a tough operating environment.
Experimental design
The use of experimental design is one of the aspects that distinguishes this study from the studies reviewed in Tables 1 and 2 . Selecting an experimental design to conduct a systematic simulation study of the OTD process is challenging because of the number of factors and the number of values/levels at which some of the factors can be set, as summarized in Table 3 . Appropriate in these circumstances is a Near Orthogonal Latin Hypercube (NOLH) design, which can accommodate many factors at many levels in relatively few trials compared to other designs (Sanchez 2008) . It is a strong design for experiments with a complex simulation model and for identifying key factors influencing system behavior. The sacrifice made for the compactness of the NOLH design is that factor interactions are not assessed systematically, as would occur in a full or fractional factorial design. However, by repeating the design to increase the data set, the results can be analyzed using data mining techniques. In this study we build classification trees using the Chi-Square Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID) technique, which produces a clear depiction of the relationships between the input data and the target outputs, is robust with regard to how inputs are distributed, and is well suited for high-dimensional applications (Berry and Browne, 2006) . The NOLH selected is a 12 column by 33 trials design (Sanchez, 2011) . As illustrated in Figure 4 , each column holds a factor that can take a unique value in each trial. Hence the design reveals the relationship between a factor and an output metric as it varies over up to 33 levels. The nine OTD factors are each assigned to a column. To increase the results set, the design is stacked 5 times, and in each set of 33 trials the factors are assigned to different columns, which improves orthogonality. This gives a total of 165 unique trials. The customer aversions are not included in the NOLH array. Instead, for each market we run all 165 trials to assess whether the importance of a factor changes with market conditions.
Figure 4 Illustration of how 165 unique trials are specified using the 12x33 NOLH
The model is analyzed as a non-terminating system. At the start of each run, vehicle stock is primed and the pipeline is filled before the first customer arrives. Four system performance aspects are captured and analyzed in the study -the proportion of customers fulfilled by each fulfilment mechanism (from stock, from the pipeline and by BTO); the average lead time experienced by customers (in days); the proportion of customers that compromise on their desired specification and the average number of features on which they compromise; the order fulfilment cost index and its components (the waiting cost index and the compromise cost index). A warm-up period of 1 year allows the model to reach steady-state and then the method of batch-means is used (Law and Kelton, 2000) . The statistics from 15 batches of 1 month each are combined to estimate the performance metrics. The variance reduction method of common random numbers (CRN) has been employed for the unique pseudo random sequences, such as the preferred vehicle specification selected by customers. By keeping the same sequence for each random variable in all trials, the CRN approach raises confidence that observed differences in the dependent parameters are due to alterations to the experimental factors rather than to statistical noise (Law and Kelton, 2000) . CRN is a widely used and studied technique in the literature (e.g. Glasserman & Yao, 1992; Nakayama 2007; Utterbeeck, Wong, Oudheusden and Cattrysse, 2009 ).
Results
First we use the combined NOLH/CHAID approach to investigate and compare OTD system behavior in each of the three markets. We look at how the OTD factors impact on the critical system performance metrics -the producer's cost of fulfillment and the customer's experience in terms of waiting time and the degree of compromise suffered. We then use the approach to identify how the OTD process should be configured for each metric and each market.
Market conditions and fulfillment
Comparing the results across the three markets shows that the two aversions have substantial impacts on the fulfillment mechanisms used, the degree of specification compromise experienced by customers and on the cost of fulfillment (Table 4 ). Moving from the specification-focused market ('A') to the calibration market ('B') and on to the demanding market ('C') results in an increase in the average proportion of customers fulfilled from stock with corresponding falls in the use of the other two fulfillment mechanisms. From over 30% in market 'A', BTO fulfillment drops to almost zero in market 'C'. As a consequence, average lead times drop by over 85% in moving from market 'A' to 'C'.
The change in the level of specification compromise experienced by customers is also substantial. In market 'A' where customers are willing to wait but are averse to compromise, few of them accept a product with compromise (1.3 %), and for those customers who do, the average number of features compromised is very small (0.016 from a maximum of 5). In the other markets the respective figures are much higher.
The specification-focused market ('A') has the lowest incentive costs. These customers need only a small incentive to wait, and because nearly all customers are fulfilled with the variant requested, very little incentive to compromise is required. The calibration market ('B') has higher incentive costs, and the demanding market ('C'), in which the two aversions are equal and strong, has the highest incentive costs.
When stock cost is added, the results across the 165 trials show the Demanding market ('C') to have, on average, approximately double the cost of the Calibration market ('B'), which in turn has approximately double the cost of the Specification market ('A'). In the next section, we drill down into the experimental results and find that the Specification market costs can be as low as one tenth of the costs of the Calibration market. 
Impact of OTD factors
Using the CHAID method for tree construction, Figure 5 classifies the factors that affect the order fulfillment cost in the specification-focused market ('A'). The top box shows the average cost index across all 165 experimental trials to be 52.9 (rounded to 53 in Table 4 ). The tree first divides by stock volume, showing this to be the factor that accounts for most of the variation in fulfillment cost across the trials. Ten groups are identified. The stock volume values, average cost index and size of each group are noted in each box in the tree. The branch with the lowest order fulfilment cost index is on the left of the chart, grouping 15 trials in which stock volume is less than or equal to 96 and with an average cost index of 11.4. Looking across the other boxes at this level shows the cost index rising as stock increases. Nine of the ten branches divide at the second level. Seven are split by the flexibility factor, one by the method factor and one by who selects replenishment orders. The leftmost branch at the first level is one of those split by flexibility, with its 15 trials divided into a group of 6 in which flexibility is less than or equal to 20%, and a group of 9 in which flexibility is greater than 20%. The average cost index for the group of 9 is 8.7, and it is this leaf that has the lowest cost in the whole tree. Therefore, to achieve the lowest marginal order fulfilment cost in the specification market it is necessary to have more than 20% flexibility and to have 96 or fewer vehicles in total stock. This branch is emboldened in the diagram. The equivalent classification trees for the other two market conditions are presented in Figures 6 and  7 . Comparing the lowest cost leaf in each tree shows the Demanding Market (lowest index of 124.4) to be almost twice as costly as the Calibration market (70). However, the ratio between the lowest of the Calibration and Specification (8.7) markets is approaching ten. Trees for customer waiting time and degree of compromise experienced (in terms of the average number of product features different to a customer's preferred specification) have also been created but are not reproduced here for brevity. For each tree the branch leading to the best leaf is summarized in Table 5 . Importantly, the table reveals both consistency and conflicts between the metrics in the different markets.
Although a stacked design has been used, the compactness of the NOLH matrix means that only a limited number of possible combinations of factor settings are tested and that interactions are unquantified. For example, in the case of the Calibration market, the best combination of settings of the three factors occurred in 12% of the trials (20 from 165), hence this combination was not exposed to all settings of other factors. To increase confidence in the findings, one set of 33 trials is re-run in which the other factors keep their original settings and hence vary over their entire experimental ranges, but the three factors are restricted to their best ranges, i.e. stock varies only between 96 and 423, shape varies from 2 to 4, and flexibility is greater than 30%. The box plots in Figure 8 compare the results of the original and re-run sets of 33 trials, and give confidence that no interaction has a significant effect. Re-runs for other markets and metrics indicate similar confidence in the CHAID results. The first observation is that stock volume is a key factor in all three markets and impacts all metrics. Only for the compromise metric in the specification-focused market ('A') does it not appear in the best branch, but otherwise it is the first factor dividing a tree in more than half the cases. Stock volume should be different for each market condition to minimize the incentive cost. In market 'A' the lowest incentive cost is achieved with stock less than or equal to 95, but in the calibration market ('B') it is with stock between 96 and 423 and in the demanding market ('C') it should be in the range 283 to 1172.
Also evident from the results in Table 5 is that the three metrics can be in conflict in terms of the stock level that achieves the lowest costs. This is the case in the specification market 'A' in which a stock of more than 704 gives the shortest lead time, while a stock of 96 or less gives the lowest cost. Maintaining the volume of stock to minimize lead time would result in the fulfilment cost index being 56.9 or higher (from Figure 5) , which is almost an 800% increase over the lowest achievable cost. There is conflict also for the metrics in the calibration market ('B'), with higher stock levels needed to shorten lead time and reduce compromise, but lower levels needed to reduce cost. Only in the demanding market ('C') is there harmony, with all three metrics benefitting from high stock levels.
Aside from stock volume, the factors that have most influence on the performance metrics in the specification-focused market ('A') are pipeline related factors, specifically flexibility, openness of the pipeline, amendments in week one, and pipeline trading. For this market, it is best to have the pipeline visible to the dealers and to have a high level of ability to amend orders in the plan so as to simultaneously give customers the specification they seek, whilst reducing fulfilment costs and lead times.
In contrast, in the demanding market ('C') it is stock related factors that alter performance metrics the most. In this market, as well as stock volume, it is the shape factor and the compound factor (which controls the proportion of stock held in the VHC) that are important. In the demanding market, it is best for dealers to avoid having a narrow mix. They should target the same or a slightly broader distribution compared to the customer demand. Having a shared VHC is beneficial, and to reduce compromise it is best to store nearly all stock there. However, the time to transfer from the compound is unattractive to demanding customers, and the lowest fulfilment cost index is achieved by holding nearly a third of stock locally. It is also the case that dealers benefit from being responsible for selecting their replenishment orders, rather than the automaker doing this (which is controlled by the who factor). Although having the automaker select orders should give a better overall mix in the compound, the results indicate that dealer self-selection creates a better local mix. The improved local mix, in tandem with trading of compound vehicles, is a superior combination of factors.
It is notable that all nine experimental factors have influence over fulfillment performance in at least one of the markets. This finding, together with the fact the best OTD configuration is different in each market and for each metric, is evidence of the challenges in designing an OTD process with appropriate operating policies to match market characteristics.
Discussion and managerial implications
To study the OTD process it is recommended to use a holistic approach (Holweg et al. 2005 , Aoki et al. 2014 ). This study demonstrates both the necessity for, and the benefits of doing so to understand how a large-scale OTD process should be configured for different markets. The contributions from the study stem from the detail captured in the discrete event simulation model including the modeling of customers, the choice and design of the experimental approach, and the extent of the experimental study. The model has greater coverage of the OTD process, incorporating a greater range of factors, a number of which have never been studied before. It assesses more performance metrics than previously considered and uses designed experiments to understand system behavior and performance. It is the first to examine how a large scale OTD process performs in different markets with heterogeneity in customer attitudes to waiting and compromise.
The validity of the simulation model is underpinned by it being developed and refined within a stream of research that involved a major automaker. Its relevance to the sector is evident from the fact that it incorporates all the main processes described in the contemporary literature on OTD practices of the major automakers, as confirmed by Lim et al (2014) . The modeling of customers is an integral part of the holistic analysis. The study models customers as having an aversion to waiting and an independent aversion to compromise. It captures customer heterogeneity within a customer population, and examines performance in different types of markets. The validity of the combined OTD and customer models is demonstrated by the level of agreement achieved in calibration against actual historical data.
The challenge of studying and analyzing a large number of factors has been met by using the NOLH design (Sanchez, 2008) and the CHAID technique (Berry & Browne, 2006) . The former has been developed specifically for simulation based multi-factor experiments while the latter originates and has gained significant prominence in the field of data mining. Both are proven approaches and can be expected to be adopted more widely in large-scale simulation studies.
Contributions and Managerial Implications
The first insight from the study is that market attributes in terms of customer aversions to waiting and to specification compromise have a substantial bearing on the modes of fulfilment and on system performance metrics. Knowing the dominant modes of fulfilment in any market provides important information for the automaker in considering the design and management of the fulfilment system. This is revealed clearly in a comparison of the two most different markets, 'A' and 'C'. For a demanding market ('C') in which customers are strongly averse to both waiting and compromise, the dominant mode of fulfillment is from stock. In contrast, for a specification-focused market ('A'), where customers are much more strongly averse to compromise than waiting, stock fulfillment plays a minor role and it is pipeline fulfillment that is the dominant fulfillment mode. In terms of marginal cost, lead-time and customer compromise, these two markets perform quite differently. Within the experiments, the lowest fulfilment cost index for the demanding market ('C') is over 14 times larger than the lowest cost for the specificationfocused market ('A'). However, its shortest lead time is 7 times less than for market 'A'. The minimum average compromise in market 'C' was just over 1 feature (1.095), whereas it was almost zero (0.005 features) in 'A'. The implications are that even when the OTD process is configured appropriately for each type of market, the performance metrics will vary substantially from market to market. The relative cost of serving markets with different characteristics will be very different and the customer-centric metrics of expected lead times and level of compromise experienced will also vary depending on the market.
The question for automakers is how should the OTD process be configured for different markets? Previous literature has been relatively weak in providing much if any guidance to automakers on how to configure their OTD processes. A clear insight from this study is that automakers face a number of dilemmas. The OTD configuration that achieves the lowest fulfillment cost in a market does not necessarily achieve the best customer-centric metrics with regard to lead-time and the level of compromise experienced by customers. This is the case in the specification-focused ('A') and calibration ('B') markets in which the best customer metrics would be achieved by larger volumes of stock but with negative consequences for the cost metric. If a customer's loyalty and future repurchase decision is sensitive to their experience of either compromise and/or waiting time in their current purchase, then the automaker and dealers have a dilemma -do they keep stock low to reduce the cost of the current transaction, but in so doing put future revenues at risk, or hold more stock and incur higher costs now for the sake of further sales at a later time?
A less dramatic conflict in OTD configuration is observed in the demanding market ('C'). All performance metrics benefit from holding stock, but there is a balance to be struck in where the stock is held -locally at each dealer or remotely in the shared vehicle holding compound. Lead time is reduced by increasing the proportion held locally, but compromise and cost are reduced by decreasing local stock.
These dilemmas illustrate the complexity of the OTD process and the challenges in configuring it appropriately, which are also evident from the fact that every one of the nine OTD factors studied impacted performance in some way, as shown by the CHAID analysis. Each factor affected one or more metrics in one or more of the three markets. The interplay between the heterogeneity in customer attributes in any market and the different potential modes of fulfillment makes OTD process configuration very challenging to get right. The findings from the study with regard to different markets can be formulated as guidance for automakers, as follows:  When serving a specification-focused market ('A') or calibration market ('B') the agenda for automakers should be to focus on upstream, pre-assembly, OTD factors. Increasing flexibility in the production plan and responsiveness of supply should be priorities. This includes being able to amend orders in the production plan into any specification, and being able to do so right up until the last moment before assembly. Dealers should have visibility of the production plan and be given the tools to amend and trade orders. For market 'A' the stock of finished vehicles should be restricted to the most frequently demanded vehicle configurations, but a wider selection is beneficial in market 'B'. To reduce cost, a small holding of stock is recommended, but a larger volume will reduce fulfillment lead time in both markets 'A' and 'B' and reduce compromise in market 'B'.  When serving a demanding market ('C') the automaker's agenda should be to focus on the downstream, post-assembly, factors of the OTD process. It is recommended to hold a large volume of stock that is representative of the full range of vehicle specifications being demanded, rather than just the top sellers. The majority should be held at a VHC so that dealers can trade them. Most of the previous literature has not provided any specific guidance on OTD systems design or how OTD systems should be configured. With the insights provided by this large-scale experimental analysis of a detailed model with a realistic level of variety, we can re-evaluate the relatively limited guidance provided in some previous studies. It is clear that previous studies lacked the appreciation of how important market characteristics can be. It is now evident that the recommendation from Lim et al (2014) to increase flexibility in upstream component supply is relevant to markets types 'A' and 'B'. The use of vehicle compounds and trading of finished vehicles between dealers (Brabazon et al, 2010; Turner & Williams, 2005) is appropriate for market 'C'. The other recommendation of Brabazon et al (2010) of enabling amendments in the pipeline is applicable to market types 'A' and 'B'. It is important to note that it is not a simple case of our results contradicting or confirming existing guidance. It is that the very limited understanding provided from a small number previous studies is superseded by the much more exhaustive and detailed study presented here. The extent of our new contributions to the understanding of the automotive OTD process shows both the need for, and the benefits of, a holistic approach to studying operational processes of similar complexity. Combining NOLH and CHAID provides new opportunities to use simulation to study such systems in a scientific and innovative way.
Limitations and future work
The guidance for markets 'A' and 'B' prioritizes upstream OTD factors, while it is downstream factors that are targeted for market 'C'. On the surface, it appears that market 'C' cannot benefit from upstream capabilities, but this may not always be the case. In this study, the ability to amend a vehicle in the production plan was used only when selling an order to a customer. What if this functionality was used to amend unsold orders which are about to go into assembly and then stock? In other words, just before entering assembly, a replenishment order would be amended to be the specification most needed to maintain the desired stock mix. For market 'C' the range of vehicle specifications in stock affects cost, lead time and compromise and hence this upstream ability to amend orders could be used to advantage. The magnitude of the benefit is a matter for further study.
The calibration of the model against actual data, which is a further strength of this study, has enabled the aversion factors to be quantified for the calibration market. The aversion values used for the two other markets were speculative to some degree. Hence, the quantification of aversions is an area for future study but we note that the approach can be applied to investigate a market of any type once aversion factors are quantified. It is also possible that the modeling of aversions could be further developed. In this study it is assumed a customer has the same strength of aversion for all features, i.e. they are as unhappy with a change in body shape as with a change in engine type. It is also assumed a customer has a uniform aversion to any change in a feature (e.g. if they prefer a 4dr body, they are as unhappy to change to a 3dr as they are to change to a 5dr). Further work could also refine these assumptions.
In common with the previous literature, this study has not differentiated products with respect to price. This has been for model tractability reasons and the lack of data for calibration purposes. To include product price would increase the complexity of the customer decision making model. However, it is speculated the impact of introducing price differentiation on the performance of the OTD process may be consistent with increasing customer aversion to specification compromise. If the product range is differentiated by price, it is possible that customers who have selected a preferred vehicle configuration may perceive lower priced options as offering less value for money. Hence, a consequence of increasing the price difference between options is that customers become more reluctant to shift from their preferred selections. In other words, greater price differentiation leads to a general raising of aversion to compromise within the customer market. The investigation of price differentiation, customer behavior and the above hypothesis are recommended as areas for further work.
A simplification in the model is that demand has been assumed to be constant, whereas markets often exhibit some form of seasonal pattern. The study results suggest the implications of seasonality for OTD performance depend on the strategy applied by the automaker. If production rate is near constant, finished stock volume will fluctuate over the seasonal period. By establishing that OTD metrics are strongly sensitive to stock volume, the insight from this study is that metrics will also fluctuate over the season. It is anticipated that metrics will alter to a lesser extent if the automaker pursues the alternative strategy of adjusting production rate so as to keep stock volume near constant. The implications for OTD performance of how automakers cope with seasonality is a topic for further work.
This study has not sought to derive an optimal configuration but instead has focused on a comprehensive analysis of the dominant factors influencing performance in different markets types. There is scope to undertake a study in the future that seeks to determine an optimum configuration across multiple criteria for a specific market. The study here indicates the key factors that need to be modelled.
Conclusions
An extensive and representative simulation model of a large-scale automotive OTD system has been used to examine the impact of nine system factors on fulfillment performance. The study has identified the dominant factors affecting fulfillment under different market conditions. The ideal capabilities of the OTD process depend on the market characteristics and on which performance metric is prioritized. The implications of the study have been debated from the perspective of the automaker seeking to satisfy heterogeneous customer populations in markets with different characteristics. The use of the NOLH/CAID experimental simulation approach has potential applications in analyzing OTD processes in other sectors that have complex products, diversity and heterogeneity in markets, and significant planning pipelines. requesting this variant is p i then the forward sales coverage of this variant fsc i is the expected number of customers which need to be served for the variant's holding to be sold (Eq. B.1). The forward sales coverage concept is adapted into target coverage. Instead of p i the calculation uses the variant's target probability t i which is defined by the shape of the target distribution described in section 3, and fsc i is replaced by target coverage tc i .
Once a month the automaker tells the dealer how many replenishment orders it is to have and requests from the dealer the list of variants it wants. The list, l, is compiled as follows:
Step 1: Receive from the automaker the number of replenishment orders required this month.
Step 2: Start with an empty replenishment list. Initialise l i to zero for all i.
Step 3: For all variants, determine holding a i and number of requests so far on the list l i .
Step 4: For each variant calculate tc i by incrementing its combined holding and requested number by 1, using equation (5).
Step 5: Identify the variant i that gives the lowest target coverage tc i .
Step 6: Increment the request for this variant l i .
Step 7: Decrement the number of replenishment orders remaining to be requested.
Step 8: If the number of replenishment orders remaining is greater than zero, go to step 3, otherwise send the list to the automaker. 
